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The initial public offering of an IPO process is where a previously unlisted company sells new or existing securitiesMarketable SecuritiesMarketable securities are unlimited short term financial instruments that are issued either for equity securities or for debt securities of a publicly listed company. The issuing company creates these
instruments for the express purpose of raising funds to further finance business activities and expansion. and offers them to the public for the first time. Prior to the IPO, the company is considered private – with fewer shareholders, limited to accredited investors (such as Angel Investors/Venture CapitalPrivate Equity vs. Venture Capital,
Angel/Seed InvestorsCompare private equity vs. venture capital vs. angel and seed investors in terms of risk, degree of business, size &amp; type of investment, metrics, management. This guide provides a detailed comparison of private equity vs. venture capital vs. angel and seed investors. It is easy to bemiss three classes of investors
and high net worth individuals) and/or early investors (such as founder, family and friends). After an IPO, the issuing company becomes a publicly listed company on a recognised stock exchange. The IPO is therefore also widely known as public. Overview of the IPO ProcessThy guide discusses the steps associated with a process that
can take from six months to more than a year to complete. The following are the steps that the company must undertake to to be published through the IPO process:Select BankDue diligence and filingsPricingStabilizationTransitionStep 1: Select an investment bank The first step in the IPO process is for the issuing company to select
investment bankInvestment BankingInvestment banking is a division of a bank or financial institution serving governments, corporations and institutions by providing underwriting (capital raising) and mergers and acquisitions (M&amp;A) advisory services. Investment banks act as intermediaries to advise companies in the field of IPO and
to provide underwriting services. The investment bank is selected according to the following criteria:ReputationThe quality of researchIndustry expertiseDistribution, i.e. where an investment bank can provide the securities issued to more institutional investors or more individual investorsA friendly relationship with the investment bankStep
2: Due diligence and regulatory filingsSigning is the process by which an investment bank (underwriter) acts as a broker between the issuing firm and the investing public to help the issuing firm sell its original set of shares. The issuing company has the following subscription agreements at its disposal:Firm commitment: Under such an
agreement, the underwriter purchases the entire offer and resells the shares to the investing public. The agreement on a firm underwriting obligation guarantees the issuing company that a specific amount of money will be increased. Best Effort Agreement: On the basis of such an the subscriber does not guarantee the amount it will build
for the issuing undertaking. It sells securities only on behalf of the company. All or No Contracts: If not all offered shares can be sold, the offer is cancelled. Underwriter syndicate: Public offers can be managed by one underwriter (single managed) or multiple managers. If there are several managers, one investment bank is selected as the
manager or book manager. Under such an agreement, the lead investment bank forms a syndicate of underwriters by establishing strategic alliances with other banks, each of which then sold part of the IPO. Such an agreement occurs when a leading investment bank wants to diversify the risk of an IPO between several banks. The
underwriter must draw up the following documents:Engagement letter: The engagement letter usually contains:Compensation clause: This provision requires the issuing company to cover all expenses out of pocket incurred by the subscriber, even if the IPO is withdrawn during the due diligence, registration or marketing phase. Gross
spread/subscription discount: The gross margin is delivered by subtracting the price at which the underwriter purchases the issue from the price at which it sells the issue. Gross margin = Sale price of the issue sold to the subscriber — Purchase price of the issue purchased by the underwriterTypically the gross margin is set at 7 % of
revenues. The gross margin is used to pay the subscriber's fee. Where there is a syndicate of underwriters, the principal subscriber shall be paid at the rate of 20 % of the gross spread. 60 % of the remaining sub-spreader, called a sales concession, is distributed among the syndicate's subscribers in proportion to the number of issues
sold by the underwriter. The remaining 20 % of gross spread is used to cover underwriting expenditure (e.g. roadshow expenses, underwriting consultant, etc.). Letter of intent: The letter of intent usually contains the following information:The underwriter's commitment to enter into an underwriting agreement with issuing company A obliges
the issuing company to provide the subscriber with all relevant information and thus to cooperate fully in all due diligence efforts. Agreement by the issuing company to grant the subscriber a 15 % total shareholding option. The letter of intent does not indicate the final offer price. Subscription agreement: The letter of intent remains valid
until the valuation of the securities, after which the subscription agreement is implemented. The underwriter is then contractually obliged to purchase the issue from the company at a specific price. Registration statement: The registration statement consists of information relating to the IPO, the company's financial statements,
management background, business insiders, any legal challenges facing the Company and the ticker symbol to be used by the issuing company after listing on a stock exchange. The SEC that the issuing company and its subscribers file a registration declaration after agreeing to the details of the issue. The registration statement has two
parts: Prospectus: It is provided to any investor who purchases issued securityPrivate Filings: it consists of information that is provided by the SEC for review but is not necessarily available to the public And the registration statement ensures that investors have adequate and reliable information about the securities. The SEC then
exercises due diligence to ensure that all required data is disclosed correctly. Red herring document: During the cooling-off period, the underwriter creates an initial prospectus consisting of details of the issuing company, the effective date and the price of the offer. After the red herring document has been created, the issuing company
and the underwriters trade the shares for public investors. Often, underwriters go to roadshows (called dog and pony shows - lasting 3 to 4 weeks) to market shares to institutional investors and assess demand for stocks. Step 3: PricingPo the IPO is approved by the SEC, the effective date is decided. The day before the effective date, the
issuing company and the subscriber decide on the offer price (i.e. the price at which the issuing company will sell the shares) and the exact number of shares to be sold. Deciding on the offer price is important because it is the price at which the issuing company raises capital for itself. The following factors influence the offer
price:Success/failure of the roadshow (as recorded in the order book)The market economy company's objectiveMarket EconomyMarket is defined as a system in which the production of goods and services is determined by changing c favours and capabilities of the COS are often underestimated to ensure that this issue is fully
subscribed/overpriced by public investors, even if this results in the issuing company not receiving the full value of its shares. If the IPO is undervalued, IPO investors expect a share price rise on the day of the offer. This increases the demand for this issue. Moreover, the undercutting compensates investors for the risk they take by
investing in an IPO. The offer, which is oversubscribed two to three times, is considered a good IPO. Step 4: StabilizationPost issue of the problem to the market, the underwriter must provide recommendations to analysts, post-market stabilization, and create a market for stocks issued. The underwriter performs post-market stabilisation
in the event of an imbalance in orders by purchasing shares for or below the offer. Stabilisation activities may only be carried out for a short period of time – but during this period the underwriter has the freedom to trade and influence the price of the issue as price manipulation prohibitions are suspended. Step 5: Go to Competition The
final phase of the IPO process, the transition to market competition, begins 25 days after the initial public offering, when the quiet period ordered by the SEC ends. During this period, investors shuffle from relying on mandated disclosures and prospectus to relying on market forces for information relating to their shares. After the expiry of
the 25-day period, underwriters may provide estimates of valuation and valuation methods Three main valuation methods are used when valuing a company as a moving group: DCF analysis, comparable companies and the precedent of the issuing company. This means that the underwriter assumes the tasks of adviser and evaluator
after issue. Metrics for assessing a successful IPO process The following metrics are used to assess the performance of an IPO:Market Capitalisation: An IPO is considered successful if the company's market capitalisation is equal to or greater than the market capitalisation of industrial competitors within 30 days of the initial public
offering. Otherwise, it is the performance of the IPO. Market capitalisation = Share price x Total number of sharesmarket prices outstanding: An IPO is considered successful if the difference between the offer price and the market capitalisation of the issuing company is less than 20 % 30 days after the IPO. Otherwise, it is the
performance of the IPO. A more resourceIPO process is essential for a healthy financial market. CFI is the official global provider of financial modeling and valuation analyst (FMVA)™FMVA® CertificationJoin 350,600+ students who work for companies like Amazon, JP Morgan, and Ferrari Designation, a leading financial analyst
certification program. For more information, please click on the following CFI resources:Marketable SecuritiesMarketable securitiesMarketable securities are unlimited short-term financial instruments that are issued either for equity securities or for debt securities of a publicly listed company. The issuing company creates these instruments
for the express purpose of raising funds to further finance business activities and expansion. Public securitiesP publicly available securities, or negotiable securities, are investments that are openly or easily negotiable on the market. Securities are based either on equity or debt. What is an action? StockWhat is action? An individual who
owns shares in a company is called a shareholder and is entitled to claim part of the company's residual assets and profits (should the company ever dissolve). The concepts of shares, shares and equity are confused. What do investment bankers do? What do investment bankers do? What do investment bankers do? Investment bankers
can work 100 hours a week performing research, financial modeling &amp; building presentations. Although it contains some of the most sought-after and financially enriching positions in the banking sector, investment banking is one of the most challenging and difficult career paths, Guide IB IB
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